
 
Chapter 1 

  
INTELLEGENDA ( “Objectives”) 
  
Upon completion of this chapter, students should be able to:  
 
1. Define the five principal characteristics of a verb.  
 
2. Explain the difference between the factors that mark the person and number of an English 
verb and those that mark a Latin verb.  
 
3. Identify the active voice personal endings of a Latin verb.  
 
4. Form the present stem of a first or second conjugation verb.  
 
5. Recognize, form, and translate the present active infinitive, indicative, and imperative of a first 
or second conjugation verb.  
 
6. Discuss and apply basic rules of word order and translation of simple Latin sentences.  
 
 
GRAMMATICA ET VOCABULA NOVA ( “New Grammar and Vocabulary”)  
 
Review all vocabulary first (http://www.flashcardexchange.com/tag/wheelock using search 
criteria “liberty classical school” in the “tags matching” search window).  Then, review all new 
grammar before completing the sentence translation (Latin to English only) homework. 
 
 

SENTENTIAE (“Sentences”) 
 
1. Labor me vocat. 
 Work calls (beckons) me. (Cp. our expression “duty calls.”) The Lat. sent. here exhibits 
 the common subj.-obj.- vb./SOV word order. Cp. #10 below.)  
 
2. Mone me, amabo te, si erro. 
  Warn me, please, if I err (make a mistake).  
 
3. Festina lente.  
 Hurry up (make haste) slowly. (A favorite, paradoxical saying of Augustus, Rome's first 
 emperor, who reigned 31 B.C. to A.D. 14; the Romans were fond of such epigrammatic 
 statements.)  
 
4. Laudas me; culpant me.  
 You praise me; they blame me. (Here the vbs. are positioned first, to emphasize the 
 contrast;  the nounculpa is related to the vb. culpo, and the expression mea culpa, “my 
 mistake,” is one of hundreds of Lat. phrases commonly used in Eng.)  
 
5. Saepe peccamus.  
 We often sin (do wrong). (The Eng. diminutive “peccadillo” is related to the vb. and means 
 “a minor fault or shortcoming”; advs., like saepe here, usually precede the words they modify.)  
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6. Quid debemus cogitare?  
 What ought we to think?  (What should we think?) (Debere is often employed, as here, with 
 an inf.)  
 
7. Conservate me!  
 Save me! (The prefix con- often has an intensifying force; here “conservate” is  more emphatic 
 than servate.)  
 
8. Rumor volat.  
 Rumor flies (moves quickly). (Volare gives us “volatile”; sharing with students, or soliciting 
 from them, a few derivatives is a useful technique when encountering new vocabulary.)  
 
9. Me non amat.  
 He (she) does not love me. (Again, the adv. precedes the vb., which is usually placed at the end 
 of the sent. or clause.)  
 

10. Nihil me terret.  
 Nothing terrifies (frightens) me. (SOV; for this typical word order, cp. #1 above.)  
 

11. Apollo me saepe servat.  
 Apollo often guards (protects) me.  (Apollo was god of the sun and the arts and also 
 protector of shepherds.)  
 

12. Salvete!–quid videtis? Nihil videmus.  
 Hello!–what do you see? We see nothing.  
 

13. Saepe nihil cogitas.  
 You often think (about) nothing. (Descartes, the 17th century philosopher, is known for the 
 maxim cogito ergo sum, “I think, therefore I am.”)  
 

14. Bis das, si cito das.  
 You give twice if you give quickly. (A famous Roman proverb meaning that a quick response 
 to a person in need is worth twice as much as a slow one; bis is from the same origin as the 
 prefix bi- in “bicycle” and cito contains the same root as Eng. “excite” and “incite.”)  
 

15. Si vales, valeo.  
 If you are well, I am well (if you're okay, I'm okay). (As the note in the text points out, this was 
 a common salutation in Roman letters, just as vale/valete was often employed at the end of  

  a letter.) 


